The mission of the Wappingers Central School District is to empower all of our students with the competencies and confidence to challenge themselves, to pursue their passions, and to realize their potential while growing as responsible members of their community.
About This Survey:

Our High School Principals along with Senior Class Advisors, designated PTA Council parents, and other designated members of our high school communities are working with the administration to come up with innovative ways to provide you with alternative plans to a traditional graduation ceremony for June. This survey was meant to capture ideas from our students and families that will help us create our June 2020 Graduation Ceremony.

We are planning to hold a ceremony that is allowable as of May 28th, 2020 under the NYS Governor’s Executive Order 202.10. We are monitoring any changes that may come from the Governor’s Office.

The formatting from the survey results did not copy very well into these slides. If you have any questions about the survey results please contact your High School Building Principal.
Student Survey Results

We had 192 Students complete our Student Survey. The following 2 slides represent the summary from the survey. We also collected a lot of feedback from the students in the open paragraph response at the bottom of the survey.

Due to the nature of the survey tool we cannot graphically show you all of the free written student feedback in a slide show. A separate document of student comments will be included on our website.
If the NYS Pause should continue for our area, and crowd size limitations were to remain in place, I would support the District hosting graduation alternatives in the following ways (check all that apply):

- A version of virtual, video based onlin... 33 (17.2%)
- A version of "drive up" parade based ou... 107 (55.7%)
- A version of "limited access" / "social... 117 (60.9%)
- Postponing a more formal graduation cer... 133 (69.3%)
- Holding no formal ceremony / event for ... 16 (8.3%)
If the NYS Pause should continue for our area, and crowd size limitations were to remain in place, I would support the District hosting graduation alte...following ways (PLEASE SELECT Your First Choice):

- 42.7% - A version of virtual, video based online graduation ceremony
- 22.9% - A version of "drive up" parade based outdoor graduation ceremony
- 20.3% - A version of "limited access" / "socially distant" event hosted on a high school...
- 7.3% - Postponing a more formal graduation ceremony until later in the summer (K...)
- 7.3% - Holding no formal ceremony / event fo...
- 7.3% - None of the above, I have a better ide...
Parent Survey Results

We had 525 Parents complete our Graduation Ideas Survey. The following 2 slides represent the summary from the survey. We also collected a lot of feedback from the parents in the open paragraph response at the bottom of the survey.

Due to the nature of the survey tool we cannot graphically show you all of the free written parent feedback in a slide show. A separate document of parent comments will be included on our website.
If the NYS Pause should continue for our area, and crowd size limitations were to remain in place, I would support the District hosting graduation alternatives in the following ways (check all that apply):

524 responses

- A version of virtual, video based online... 111 (21.2%)
- A version of "drive up" parade based outing... 313 (59.7%)
- A version of "limited access"/"social" gathering... 393 (75%)
- Postponing a more formal graduation ceremony... 272 (51.9%)
- Holding no formal ceremony/event for... 21 (4%)
If the NYS Pause should continue for our area, and crowd size limitations were to remain in place, I would support the District hosting graduation alternate following ways (PLEASE SELECT Your First Choice):

- 39.5%: A version of virtual, video based online graduation ceremony
- 25%: A version of "drive up" parade based outdoor graduation ceremony
- 21.2%: A version of "limited access" / "socially distant" event hosted on a high school
- 12.6%: Postponing a more formal graduation ceremony until later in the summer (K...
- 8.7%: Holding no formal ceremony / event followed by other activities
- 0.8%: None of the above, I have a better idea...